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v The Chinese stock market had experienced 10 years of central  planning of 

shares, so called “quota system”, from 1992-2002 after its establishment in 19901. 

v Under the “quota system”, every year each province would receive a quota 

restriction for shares from PBOC, and each province would recommend firms 

(usually SOEs) to apply for public listing within the quota.

v The allocation of quota was not equal among provinces, so we want to examine 

what determined the difference in allocation.

v The ”quota system” was abolished around 2002, and we want to examine how the 

abolishment had affected IPO probabilities for firms. 

Methodology & Results

Conclusion

I. Allocation of Quota

Introduction

Figure1: IPO Probabilities in Provinces with a High vs. Low Pre-Reform Quota Level
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v The data for annual provincial allocation of quota is not publicly accessible, so we 

utilize the total share of listed films annually in each province to approximate the 

quantity of quota2.   

v In 1996, a major policy change was introduced to the quota system, which the control 

of quota expanded to include both share quantity and the number of firms can go 

public3. Therefore, we use 1996 to separate periods and calculate the means of 

variables for the cross-sectional regressions. 

v Q: quota quantity; SOE: number of SOEs; O: output of SOEs; GDP; POP: population; 

SG: dummy code = 1 for Shanghai and Shenzhen; j: province; t: year periods.

II. Impact of Abolishment

v To analyze the impact of the quota abolishment, we use the instrument of  ”IPO 

probability”, which is the ratio of provincial share (unit 10k) and the provincial 

number of firms above scale in percentage. 

v We further utilize the IPO probability to estimate the “quota level”, which is the 

average of IPO probability from 1996-2002 by province. 

v We classify the quota level into high and low groups using median and plot Figure 1.
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v P: IPO probability; Pre: dummy variable =1 before the abolishment in 2003, 0 after; Q: 

estimated quota level; 𝜇: fixed effects of year; 𝛾: fixed effects of province.

v We use the regression with an interaction term for pre-reform dummy and quota level, 

controlling the fixed effects of year and province, to examine the extent of impact on 

quota level on IPO probability before and after the abolishment in 2003.

v The cross-sectional results show that before the policy change in 1996, the allocation of 

quota among provinces was positively correlated with the output of SOEs. Besides, 

Guangdong and Shanghai acquired significantly more quota than that of other provinces. 

v After 1996, the allocation of quota no longer related to the output of SOEs. Also, the 

advantage Guangdong and Shanghai had became insignificant. In this period, the 

allocation of quota was positively correlated with the number of SOEs and the population. 

I. Allocation of Quota

II. Impact of Abolishment
v Figure 1 shows that after the abolishment of quota system, provinces with previously 

higher quota level experienced a bigger increase of IPO probability.

v The regression further confirms the results, as the coefficient 𝛽& for the interaction term is 

negative, which implies quota level has a smaller degree of impact on IPO probability 

before the abolishment than that after 2003. 


